North Star Showdown Long Range Competition Rules
The Long Range competition will be shot Friday morning (July 11) from 9:00 to 11:00 and Friday
afternoon from 1:00 to 3:00. There will be awards for Men and Ladies. Two "sight in" shots will be
allowed for the Big Bore Lever and Single Shot categories if desired and a fouling shot for Black
Powder, if desired. Scorers will attempt to call hits and misses for shooters. Shooters may have their
own spotters. Distances listed may vary slightly, due to terrain and layout of range.
Here are the Categories:
Pistol: 10 shots from standing position. May be shot with two pistols, loaded, or one pistol started with
five rounds loaded, and reload five rounds. Shooter will be timed, but time is used only as tie breaker.
Target distance will be 50 yards.
Pistol Caliber Rifle: 10 shots from standing position. Start with rifle loaded and at port arms. Shooter
will be timed, but time is used only as tie breaker. Distance will be 100 yards.
Big Bore Lever: 10 shots from any normal long range position using conventional cross
sticks. Distance will be five shots at 150 yards and five shots at 200 yards for score, then two
additional shots at a smaller target at 200 yards, which will be used only to break ties. If there are still
ties remaining, they will be broken by sudden death shoot offs, held at 3:00.
Single Shot, smokeless: 10 shots from any normal long range position using conventional cross
sticks. Distance will be five shots at 150 yards and five shots at 200 yards for score, then two
additional shots at a smaller target at 200 yards, which will be used only to break ties. If there are still
ties remaining, they will be broken by sudden death shoot offs, held at 3:00.
Single Shot, black powder: Same course of fire as Single Shot, smokeless.
Quigley: 3 shots from standing position. Event may be shot one time using any firearms in the above
categories. Start with firearm, empty, held at port arms, ammo in hand, on person or staged on
table. Rounds must be loaded one at a time. Distance is 200 yards. Shooter will be timed, but time is
used only as tie breaker.
Defend the Attack on Granite City: Granite City is under attack by hostiles. As a smart cowboy, you
start shooting as they approach, using your single shot rifle, big bore lever rifle, pistol caliber rifle and
pistol, shooting them in order of what will be most effective as the ranges decrease. Shot from
standing position for all guns. All guns, except the Single Shot will be loaded with five rounds and
staged on the table in front of you. Single shot will be held at port arms, open and empty, with one
round in hand. Single shot will be shot first at 200 yard target, next move to Big Bore Lever with target
at 150 yards, then to Pistol Caliber Rifle at 100 yards and finally the pistol at 50 yards. Shooter will be
timed but only as tie breaker.

